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U3A Hawthorn January 2023 Summer School 
The U3A Hawthorn Summer School 2023 runs over 13 days from Wednesday 4th to Friday 20th January in the Hall 
at Sinclair Avenue. The Summer School is free but is available only to members of U3A Hawthorn who have paid 
their 2023 membership fee. The program can be viewed in the Newsletter and on the U3A Hawthorn website.  
Paper copies of the Summer School program are available at Reception. 
 
Enrolment 
We encourage people to enrol and pay membership subscriptions online where possible. No phone or email 
bookings will be accepted. However, reception staff are available to assist with enrolment from Monday 28th 
November to Friday 2nd December, 10am to 4pm. 
 
To enrol online, go to the U3A Hawthorn Membership website u3ahawthorn.org.au/members. The sessions are 
listed under the code SUM (Summer School). Enrolling enables us to contact you if a session is cancelled due to an 
unforeseen event, such as illness of the speaker.   
 
Attendance 
On the day, latecomers will not be admitted more than 5 minutes after the start of the session. 
 

2023 U3A SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM 
______________________________________________________________ 

Dr Graham Pratt                                                                                                      Wednesday 4th Jan 10.30am 
The ADF strategic review                   23SUM001 
Graham Pratt’s experience in the Australian Defence Force (ADF) provides him with great insight into our defence 
history and perceived issues going forward. His presentation will explore:  

• Australia’s place in the world and regional tensions – China and Taiwan 
• the Ukraine war and its impacts on the wars of tomorrow 
• key strategic factors, including the alliance with the USA, the AUKUS development, the QUAD and others 
• the work of Professor Hugh White on current defence issues. 
• the current government review on defence  

 
Andrew Weatherhead                  Wednesday 4th Jan 1.30pm 
Arthritis and pain-changing ideas         23SUM002 
Much has changed in our understanding of pain over recent years. Pain is not hard wired as we used to think. This 
talk will explain the changes and how we can benefit from understanding them. 
 
Our understanding of Osteoarthritis has also changed, especially in regard to hips and knees. It is not just a matter of 
wear and tear. Correct exercise can often be a good alternative to surgery and there is much we can do to manage 
our own situation. Andrew will explain current thinking on the management of hip and knee arthritis. 
 
Dr Trevor Thornton                                                                                                              Thursday 5th Jan 10.30am 
Waste management                                                                                      23SUM003 
This presentation will provide an overview of waste management in Australia with a focus on Victoria – what is 
happening and why?  Why do we have 4 bins at home now (and will we get more)?  What can we do about all of this 
as individuals and what are some of the easiest ways to reduce waste and save money at the same time.  What is 
happening with recycling and is it all really going to the tip? 

Ian McKenzie           Thursday 5th Jan 1.30pm 
The Optus breach and what you can do about it      23SUM004 
Ian worked for the Department of Defence for 30 years primarily in intelligence and security. His last position in 
government was as Director of the Australian Signals Directorate from 2007 to 2013, during which time cyber 
security became a significant focus of government and industry. Using this experience he will discuss issues around 
the Optus breach and practical steps you can take to further enhance your online security. Individual companies also 
need to be more responsible with client’s data. Pressure needs to be placed on the government and business to 
improve their online security. 
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Dr Chris Gribbin                                                                                                                 Friday 6th Jan 10.30am 
Myth and religion in ancient Cyprus         23SUM005 
Cyprus is an island that straddles the Greek and Near Eastern worlds. This unique geographical position has been 
significant in influencing Cyprus’ culture. Myths have provided a sense of connection and identity for those who live 
there. As the mythical birthplace of the goddess Aphrodite, Cyprus was able to build a famous and wealthy 
sanctuary. This talk will seek to better understand this fascinating island by exploring the myths associated with it 
and the archaeological remains that illustrate its religious practices. 

Meg Chanom, Brenda Curran            Friday 6th Jan 1.30pm 
Animals Australia’s campaign for change                                                                                                   23SUM006 
Meg Chanom is Animals Australia’s Community Manager and Brenda Curran is Animals Australia’s Relationships 
Manager. Together they will be sharing insight into the ways Animals Australia campaigns for change, with a focus 
on the recent news of a phase out on battery cages, highlighting the importance of different aspects of campaigning 
and the crucial role played by their donors and supporters. 
 
Dr Adrian Jones   OAM                                                                                                          Monday 9th Jan 10.30am 
Why do we travel? What do we expect?        23SUM007 
Dr Adrian Jones OAM will present reflections on travel; from literary, philosophical and experiential perspectives. He 
will also point out the benefits, pitfalls and objectives behind travel. Adrian will discuss why individuals travelled in 
ancient, medieval and modern times. He is most noted for being a Russian, Ottoman and Balkan historian and 
philosopher but the materials for this session will cover a variety eras and locations. Expect a good discussion on why 
we travel.    
 
Phillip Norris                                                                                                                             Monday 9th Jan 1.30pm 
The clarinet: most versatile of all woodwinds!       23SUM008 
This presentation argues for the above claim, the clarinet is the most versatile of all woodwinds. Phillip will look at 
the extensive clarinet family, the origins and development of the modern instrument, and composers who have 
written for the clarinet and their music, ranging from the classical, through to jazz, klezmer and pop. With practical 
demonstrations, he will display how the single reed produces the range of clarinet sounds. Melbourne is fortunate to 
have some of the best clarinettists in Australia. Phillip will look at the careers of a few of them, as well as some of the 
best from overseas. 
 
Dr Beth Faulkner                                                                                                                  Tuesday 10th Jan 10.30am 
See it, Say It, Do it.           23SUM009 
This presentation is a guide for grandparents, neighbours and friends to assist in helping young people with mental 
health issues.   
 
What do you do when approached by a young person with mental health issues? Tips will be given so that you have 
a greater understanding of what is happening, the behaviours you might see, and assist you in establishing what to 
say. Beth will illustrate her talk from typical clinical cases. To practice Beth’s See it, Say it, Do it strategies, session 
members in groups will apply these tips to a hypothetical case after which each group will share their findings. 
 
Peter Bandy                                                                                                                             Tuesday 10th Jan 1.30pm 
Never a dull moment            23SUM010  
Peter Bandy is well known in many aspects of the music industry. He has had a varied and successful career in school 
teaching, presenting on radio and TV, conducting in many environments, and as Music Director of high-profile 
orchestras, operas, chorales and the Australian Conservatoire of Ballet.  
 
Over a lifetime of meeting and working with international stars, Peter has built up a multitude of fascinating 
experiences. In this session he will reflect on his 50 years in the music industry and share a wealth of stories and 
anecdotes. This will be an enthralling session including radio bloopers and Peter’s accounts of his connections with 
famous people and in the general music scene. It is guaranteed to be an interesting and often amusing presentation 
by a skilled raconteur. 
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Dr Cheryl Threadgold OAM                                                                                        Wednesday 11th Jan 10.30am 
Amateur theatre in Victoria          23SUM011 
It is respectfully acknowledged that First Nations People presented the first live cultural performances for their 
communities for over sixty thousand years. 
More recently, Australian communities have been enriched by a continuum of theatre companies built on the 
passion, dedication, time, talent, and skills of unpaid theatre-makers. 
Cheryl Threadgold’s talk will present an overview of amateur theatre in Victoria from Victoria’s first theatre, The 
Pavilion, opening in 1842 to today.  Cheryl will share her experiences from interviewing 70 theatre companies in 
urban and regional Victoria for her PhD thesis. 
 
Jill Weatherhead                                                                                                           Wednesday 11th Jan 1.30am 
Some of my favourite gardens       23SUM012 
Jill Weatherhead is a retired garden designer and writer. She lives in the foothills of the Dandenong Ranges in a 
country garden that will never be finished. 
 
Jill will talk to us about country gardens and show images of her favourite gardens, both Australian and international, 
classic and idiosyncratic.                                                                                 
 
Dr Liz Walker                                                                                                                       Thursday 12th Jan 10.30am 
The RSPCA: Animal welfare       23SUM013 
Animal welfare is complex. It’s easy to say that animals make our lives better – they do. But this means different 
things to different people.  Whilst we have made good progress, there is still much to do, and where a commercial 
imperative holds sway. Where does animal welfare fit in? How can we promote it and what is animal welfare to a 
modern society.? Talking about animal welfare is really about asking the right questions and what better 
environment than U3A. Join Liz in a discussion about what animal welfare means and bring along questions and 
concerns on topics you’ve always wanted to know more about.  She will share with you some facts, figures and 
stories from RSPCA Victoria, and she’ll tackle some of the big animal welfare topics – puppy and kitten farms, 
greyhound and horse racing, duck hunting, humane farming, control of feral horses, cat welfare, and whatever else 
you’d like to explore. 
 
Dr Ross McMullin                                                                                                                 Thursday 12th Jan 1.00pm 
Pompey Elliott                                                                                                                                  23SUM014 
Pompey Elliott was Australia’s most famous fighting general. Frank and forthright, exuberant and volatile, emotional 
and controversial, a brilliant tactician revered for conspicuous bravery, he was prominent at momentous Australian 
battles such as Villers-Bretonneux, Polygon Wood and Fromelles. Award-winning biographer, historian and 
storyteller Ross McMullin has written two books about him, and has enthralled hundreds of audiences with 
entertaining and illuminating presentations about him. You’ll be moved and inspired as Ross brings the extraordinary 
Pompey back to life. 
 
Caroline Tully                                                                                                               Friday 13th Jan 10.30am  
Understanding the language of trees: ecstatic experience and interspecies communication in Late Bronze 
Age Crete            23SUM015 
Minoan gold signet rings dating to the Neopalatial period (1700 – 1450 BCE) are well known for their depiction of 
ritual events. Of the 334 known examples, thirty-one ring images portray scenes of tree cult in which human figures 
interact with trees in various types of ritual capacity. This presentation focuses on ritual scenes that illustrate the 
offering of sacrificial animals, dance performance, the enactment of sacred gestures, and communication with 
resident nymphs.  
 
Professor Sunil Bhar              Friday 13th Jan 1.30pm   
Psychology of ageing: What makes us happier in late life?                  23SUM016 
The Australian population is ageing. There are now more adults aged 65 year or older in our community than ever 
before.  What does it mean to have quality of life as we age? What are the solutions to a happier late life? We now 
know that relationships and purpose are as important as diet and exercise for improving and maintaining 
psychological health in ageing. This presentation summarises decades of research on the psychology of ageing with 
the aim of answering one question: “What makes us as we age?” 
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Mary Lancaster                                                                                 Monday 16th Jan 10.30 am 
Highlights from life as a content shaper (instructional designer)     23SUM017 
Highlights from a career in Instructional Design (ID) – shaping and creating content for all media formats, and a 
variety of audiences and types of messages. Simple explanation of the ID process and how it supports creative 
writing and ensures that any required message is delivered. Examples from Mary’s project experience including 
developing online training, large web sites and online user experiences, through to children’s radio, TV, and books, 
and writing business cases and ‘pitches’ for entertainment programs. Questions are asked about the future of ID, 
with the growth in social media and information offered in ever-decreasing byte sized chunks. 
 
Chris Stocker                   Monday 16th Jan 1.30 pm 
The real first fleet                      23SUM018 
If you have always believed that the First Fleet arrived in Australia in January 1788, think again. Chris Stocker will 
examine the truth behind the real First Fleet to reach our shores and discuss these questions: 

• Where did the fleet come from and how large was it? 
• When did it arrive? 
• What brought it to Marege [Australia]? 
• What impact did it have on Indigenous Australians? 
• What was its legacy? 
• Was it a ‘once-off’ event? 

Be prepared to re-assess your view on Australian history as Chris explores one of the least-known chapters of our 
past.                                                                                                       

Jeff Knight                                                                                                     Tuesday 17th Jan 10.30am 
Product stewardship                                                                                                                                                           23SUM019 
Whilst employed by ORICA an Australian owned manufacturer operating 45 sites in the production of chemicals, 
plastics & polymers, fertilizers, pesticides, explosives, pharmaceuticals and paints, Jeff was part of a team of 
environmental specialists providing advice & guidance to manufacturing sites, customers and third-party providers. 
He represented the Australian Plastics & Chemicals Industry Association whilst implementing the Responsible Care 
Program – including product stewardship. 
 
Product stewardship is an important pillar of Responsible Care, which is the chemical industry’s key mechanism for 
managing the health, safety and environmental aspects of a chemical throughout its life cycle.   
 
Janet Michelmore AO                                                                                                              Tuesday 17th Jan 1.30pm 
Thirty years in women’s health: milestones, challenges and progress    23SUM020 
Janet Michelmore AO, CEO of Jean Hailes for Women’s Health will share a brief history of Jean Hailes the person, 
Jean Hailes the organisation and its role in developing the Australian Government’s National Women’s Health 
Strategy and the National Action Plan for Endometriosis.  
She will also include the latest insights into current challenges in women’s health and provide some take practical 
tips for better health and wellbeing. 
 
Marissa Phillips, Rana Ebrahimi                                                                                 Wednesday 18th Jan 10.30am 
Working with young people from refugee and migrant backgrounds                23SUM021 
Rana Ebrahimi is the National Manager of the Multicultural Youth Advocacy Network Australia (MYAN). Marissa 
Phillips is the Executive Manager People & Culture at the Centre for Multicultural Youth (CMY).  
 
This presentation will explore the current experiences of young people from migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking 
backgrounds and the challenges they face.  Rana and Marissa will provide information about the rights and 
advocating for the best interests of young refugees both at the local, national and international level. They will share 
the work undertaken by both MYAN and CMY and explain how people can become involved either as a volunteer or 
through other advocacy work. 
 
Morris Stuart  AM          Wednesday 18th 1.30pm 
Song Keepers; the Central Australian Aboriginal Women’s Choir     23SUM022 
Morris Stuart will recount the story of the Central Australian Aboriginal Women’s Choir stellar rise from the obscurity 
of Australia’s remote central desert communities to the world’s most prestigious stages. In the region around 
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Hermannsburg, west of Alice Springs, a hidden 140-year musical legacy of ancient Aboriginal languages and German 
baroque hymns is being preserved by four generations of song-women who form the Central Australian Aboriginal 
Women’s Choir. 
 
Lynsey Poore                    Thursday 19th Jan 10.30am 
Back to nature: wilding the Chelsea Flower Show 2022      23SUM023 
During Linsey’s visit to the Chelsea Flower Show earlier this year, 2022, she was surprised to discover that the whole 
show had a changed focus, it was about 'wilding', or the use of wildflowers to create a more natural 
environment. This talk will look at some of the wilding ideas Linsey gained from the Flower Show and how they could 
be incorporated into gardens.  
 
Sam Alfreds                                                                                                                 Thursday 19th Jan 1.30pm 
Chopin delights                                                                                                                  23SUM024 
Sam’s contribution to the 2023 Summer School is his playing of the entire repertoire of Chopin’s waltzes. So, for an 
afternoon of sheer enjoyment, you are invited to come and hear a wonderful pianist perform some of the loveliest 
waltzes ever written.  
 
Dr Mindy McLeod                 Fri Jan 20th 10.30am 
‘Arni the priest wants to have Inga’: runic inscriptions in Scandinavian churches   23SUM025 
With the arrival of Christianity in Scandinavia came literacy in Latin letters. However, a surprisingly large number of 
inscriptions in runes, the original script of the Germanic peoples, can be found in Scandinavian stone and stave 
churches linked to an ecclesiastical context or historical events. Some of these are about women, some of them (like 
Norway’s first recorded marriage proposal) are for women and some even appear to be by women, telling us 
something about the social role of runic literacy.  
 
Dr Mindy MacLeod will explore the rich inventory of runic inscriptions which, authorised or otherwise, are scratched, 
incised or even painted into many church buildings and church inventories by priests and laypeople during the 
medieval period in Scandinavia.    
                                              Fri Jan 20th 12.30pm  
BBQ                                                23SUM026 
Join us for a free BBQ to celebrate another successful Summer School. It is essential that you enrol for this session in 
the usual way for catering purposes. 
 

BOOK EXCHANGE 
_____________________________________ 

 
The Book Exchange will operate in the foyer throughout Summer School. 
 

SUMMER GAMES PROGRAM 

________________________________________________ 
These sessions will be held in Rooms 1 and 2. Please enrol for each session you plan to attend. 

Summer Bridge with Claus Gyrn  
Duplicate bridge for experienced players only. You must come with a partner. 
   

Monday 9th Jan 1pm – 4.30pm  23SUM027  
Monday 16th Jan 1pm – 4.30pm  23SUM028 

 
Summer Mahjong with Sim Birrell & Jan Priestley 
Experienced players only, Eastern and Western Mahjong players welcome 
 
  Friday 6th January 10.30am – 1.00pm      23SUM029 

Friday 13th January 10.30am – 1.00pm    23SUM030 
Friday 20th January 10.30am – 1.00pm    23SUM031 

 


